ABSTRACT

This research entitled “ROLE OF THE CIVICS EDUCATION TEACHER IN WARD OF STUDENT DELINQUENCY”. With the problem identification as follow: how the civics education teacher roles the ward of the student, what kind of efforts that the teacher would have done to ward of student delinquency in public junior high school 7 Purwakarta. With the aim of the problem as follow: the wish of mentor teacher and counseling in the ward of student delinquency, the aim of obstacle that appear in the process to ward of in public junior high school 7 Purwakarta. This research was using descriptive method which giving the image about the problem that being verified. Eth collecting data technique as follow: spreading inquiry, interview, observation and literature study. The result of research showed us that civics education teacher warded of the student delinquency with implant the discipline and responsibility in every attitude and deed the student able to develop themselves optimally with self introspection, neighbor hood, cope the difficulty with planning the better future based on the potential that they have. The which found by the civics education problems. Student in ward of it. The student delinquency one other thing that the student less to the student development that cause the civics education teacher difficult to solving it, there for the act happen repeatedly. The efforts of civics education teacher to ward of ward of the student delinquency such as always basing to the proofs and witnesses although make do the approaching such as psychologies, pedagogical and religion, this thing is the effort to achieve the purpose that had been planned, the aim is in order to change the student better in the way of thinking characteristic and behavior. That in the student could change their behavior.